YASCNA Agenda

Open with Serenity Prayer @ 10:01 am
12 Traditions – Vince
12 Concepts – Lauren
Service Prayer – DJ

Roll Call and GSR Reports

1. A New Light – Ray-gsr, avg=16, newcomers=2, donation=$0
2. Basic Text Study – Frank-gsr, avg=20, newcomers=0, donation=$40
3. Biscuits & Gravy – Lauren-gsr, avg=40, newcomers=3, donation=93
4. CandleLight – Sarah B-gsr, avg=45, newcomers=14, donation=29
5. Dopeless Hope Fiends – Joe B-gsr, avg=30, newcomers=10, donation=0, please support the meeting we need some clean time!
7. Lunar Nooner – DJ-gsr, avg=22, newcomers=10, donation= $28
8. Lost & Found – Vince-gsr, avg=71, newcomers=20, donation=$10
10. We Do Recover- Eric-gsr, avg=45, newcomers=5, donation=$10.
11. Girls Gone Clean- Krista-gsr, avg=28, newcomers=7, donation= $6
12. No Matter What-Absent—Tim-gsr, avg=26, newcomers=2, donation=$60
13. Saturday speaker meeting-absent
14. No Addict Left Behind- Krystle-gsr, avg= 27, newcomers=6, donation= $0

Note: 13 of 14 GSRs are present. Quorum is established.

Officers and Reports:
Chair- Travis- We have a resume for RCM 2 turned in today. There was quick vote to make sure everyone was okay with voting on it today.
Vice Chair – Alex nothing to report as vice chair
RCM1 – Vickie – see attached

RCM2- Trent- nothing to report.

H & I – Johnny – all panels were filled, got $55.10 in literature. Id like to thank this area and committee for letting me be of service.

PR – Alex- no one came to the subcommittee meeting at frozen frannies.

Activities – Aaron- was issued two checks for the tye dye event. One was never cashed and was returned to area and voided. 142 was brought in but Dominique only got 132 on her records so that $10 Aaron is looking in the bag for or will make sure it is given at the next area. So we lost 133 on this event from the 275 cashed check. We gave 275 new check for the shirts to be screen printed on because that was part of what was paid for by members at the event.
Treasurer – Dominique-. (Preliminary Report)- start balance was $3655.44
Literature – Dave- spent $78.59 sold $652.50
Secretary – Bailey- turn in your reports. I forgot to check the po box and will make sure to do so before next area.
Break @ 10:36 Reconvened @ 10:45
Note: 13 of 14 GSRs are present. Quorum is established.

Open Forum-
-DJ read his resume for RCM 2.
- Trent- attending H&I at region for behind the walls is a big commitment but has a lot of support and we should get involved. More info will be provided as we know but he thinks the job would be about overseeing the sponsors in your area.
- Aaron talked about having activities at the legion which has a room away from the bar that they offered, but after discussion more investigation of the spot is necessary. We really need spots for activities though so let him and Joe B know if you have any ideas! Also looking for a DJ

Old Business-
Voted on area service positions for 2019.
Chair- Travis G.
Vice Chair- Alex T.
Treasurer- Dominique C.
Vice treasurer- Ray P.
Literature- Dave M.
RCM 1- Trent C.
RCM 2- DJ J.
Secretary- Bailey M.
Activities- Aaron K.
H&I- Rhonda B.
PR- OPEN ANNOUNCE AT ALL MEETINGS!
Outreach- OPEN ANNOUNCE AT ALL MEETINGS!

New Business- Audit was talked about and a date has been set to do it with the service body members that are supposed to be there per the guidelines.

End of Business
Treasurer’s Final Report-
Income: Donations 7th=$323
   Lit= $652.50
   Activities= $132
   (total income- $1107.50)
Expenses: H&I= $10 for rent
   Area= rent $20
   Literature = 578.59
   Activities= $275
   (total expenses= $883.59)
---expenses since last area were $84.31 to the phone line, $50 to storage. And $308 for the campground spot 2019. Verde valley is supposed to send their half for $154 ASAP.
Ending balance of $3879.35
Close Meeting 1st Jesse 2nd DJ
Meeting adjourned @ 12:02 with 3rd Step Prayer.